ORACLE
Are you searching for quality Oracle training in Chennai? Conveniently situated in the main
streets of Velachery,

just 2 minutes walking distance from Velachery Bus terminus /

Velachery Railway Station. APPYFI provides a range of Oracle training that prepares you for
Oracle certification examinations. At APPYFI, we are committed to provide quality & industry
oriented training for students and professionals. We have designed our courses to be world
class, stay industry relevant and market responsive, and most importantly, keep our
students way ahead of the rest.
The Oracle Corporation offers enterprise application products and is the top platform
provider for Database Management Systems that is being used by various MNCs in
diversified market sectors. Professionals certified by Oracle continue to be highly sought
after and also enjoy the credits to gain higher income. APPYFI offers exclusive Oracle
training in Chennai to teach and support students and professionals to gain enough

knowledge and obtain certification as Database Administrator. Modest batch sizes and
personal assistance with plenty of hands-on exercises make sure that individuals are well
prepared for becoming oracle certified professional
SQL: Structured Query Language is mainly designed for managing data stored in relational

database management system (RDBMS). SQL can be used to perform task like retrieving
data or updating data in a database. There are n-number of relational database
management system available in market that use SQL which includes Oracle, Sybase,
Access, Microsoft SQL Server etc., and SQL is considered as the standard language for
interacting with any RDBMS.
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Introduction to SQL statements



How to write Basic SQL statements



Restricting and sorting data



Single Row functions



How to display the data from multiple tables



Aggregating data using group functions



Sub Queries



Producing Readable output with iSQL Plus



Manipulating Data



Creating and managing tables
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Constraints



Views



Other Database Objects



GROUP BY clause

PL/SQL: PL/SQL is extension of SQL along with the procedural features of programming

language. It supports conditional looping, variables and exceptions. It was introduced by
Oracle Corporation in early 1990’s to enhance the features of SQL.
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Anonymous Block



Functions



Triggers



Packages



Procedures



Array Handling



Various control Statements



Conditional statements

APPYFI is a leading Oracle training institute in Chennai which offers you a world class oracle

training by Oracle Certified IT professionals having more than 10+ years of industry
experience. Students will be provided with Live Oracle Projects during the training.
You can contact us @ +91 4357 8888 or fill in the enquiry form to get detailed information
about oracle training in Chennai. Join APPYFI for Best oracle training in Chennai.
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